PALM GROVE GALLERIES
sitting on the edge of a rock pool holding up a tress of hair . . . I
could feel the texture of the hair in a silky crunch between my own
fingers, as I gazed; nevertheless, my unprofessional spirit remained
mutinous,- faithful to Van Gogh. Dido Milroy produced an
interesting theory on the subject: that only a man would be one
hundred per cent, receptive of the genius of Renoir, because his
vision is so vibrantly sensual and this comes at you so clearly from
his paintings, that its first impact on a woman's eye is a shock, as
if you were being shown almost too much. She suggested that
a woman can and will accept and appreciate the manifest beauty
of a Renoir canvas, but always with a sort of ^involuntary reserve;
living with a Renoir was as disturbing as living with a completely
uninhibited man, and even his landscapes have an underlying quality
of the flesh, subtly emphasizing physical attraction. Few of us have
the luck or the wealth that enables us to live every day surrounded by
the pictures of a Master, so that we do not have to go out especially
to look at them, and look at them too long, and then come home
again and wish we could have another look; her comment, therefore,
has the authority of one who has worked in the Paris appartement of
Jean Renoir, the famous film director, a master in his own line, a line
of impressionism not so far removed from his father's. Renoir's one
picture where he leaves out that idiosyncrasy was his moving unselfish
portrait of Sisley and his wife. You find it again in his glorious bowl
of apples, which I will have upon the island.
Sisley painted a snow picture, many snow pictures, but a special
one which I certainly would not refuse for my island collection.
He knew that snow was ethereal, that it lay sofdy and melted
quickly, and between its fall and vanishing, brushes his scene with
light enchantment. Vlaminck, on the contrary, puts down his
snow in stiff ridges; you can. hear them crunch if a car should
drive over them. Indeed, were it not that paint endured longer,
it seems a pity that he should not have used snow itself reinforced
with mud. His boldness and drama of technique assault your eye.
His very country roads and sunsets and harvests and vases of flowers
and other peaceful hackneyed gentle subjects are brilliant and
catastrophic and lurid. He wrenches his paint on to the canvas.
It lies in thick swirls and ruts.
And I will have Monet's "Le Debacle", which has a faery quality
of ice flushed and cracked by the winter sun, floating and jangling
down the river. When I first came across the Impressionists, I fell
in love with Monet and his water-lilies, and barely noticed the rest
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